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Turning Hard Times into Good Times
Tuesday at 12 Noon Pacific
November 25th 2014:The Dollar vs. Gold. An Epic Battle is
Taking Shape!

Tune in
Tuesday at 12 Noon Pacific Time on
VoiceAmerica Business Channel

LISTEN LIVE

Chen Lin and Dr. Michael Berry return. Paper gold markets
have become exceptionally volatile as people are now willing
to pay more to borrow gold than dollars. That is highly unusual
but it has persisted through much of 2014. Chen calls this an
epic battle for gold, but which way will gold tip? Is this the start
of a long bear market for gold like that of 1982 or are we
poised for the next and final leg in the bull market that started
in 2002? We will ask Chen for his thoughts on gold as well as
on various energy markets and for some stocks he remains
very bullish on. We will get Dr. Berry's t
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Chen Lin, had been a doctoral candidate in aeronautical engineering at Princeton.
However, Chen found his investment strategies were so profitable that he put his Ph.D.
on the back burner to devote full time to private investing and writing a newsletter titled
“What is Chen Buying? What is Chen Selling?” Chen's track record has been
phenomenal! In one account we track in which he used no leverage, he was able to
grow $5,411 starting in 2002 to over $2.2 million by the end of 2012. You can visit his
website at http://chenpicks.com/
Read more

Dr. Michael Berry
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Dr. Michael Berry - Co-Editor of the Disruptive Discoveries Journal Michael Berry was
born in Colombia, raised in Canada and has now lived in the US for many years. After
earning a Ph.D. from Arizona State University (specializing in investment finance), he
was a professor at the Colgate Darden Graduate School of Business Administration at
the University of Virginia. He followed winning the Wheat First Endowed Chair at
James Madison University in Harrisonburg, Virginia. Over time his career evolved into
managing small and mid cap value portfolios for Kemper Scudder and Milwaukee
based Heartland Advisors. During the past 8 years he has been a guest lecturer at the
Federal Rese
Read more
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